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The Mongol a Short History

"(God) will destroy ... the covering cast over all people, and
the veil that is spread over all nations." Isaiah 25:7

“Neither cast ye your pearls be/ore swine, lest they trample
them under their feet, and turn again and rend you.“ Matt 7:6

THE SONS OF JACOB SEE ONLY TWO RACES IN THE
WORLD; "Jacob" and "Esau". The Sons of Jacob were appointed
kings and priests. Esau was cursed and branded a murderer and

deceiver.

Esau sent his merchants to Jacob who traded his pearls for Esau’s pretty
ge-gaws in violation of God's Law[1]. The merchants returned to Esau
with Jacob’s pearls. Seeing Jacob’s pearls he wanted more.

Esau united and in a generation conquered an empire; built a nearly
invincible army; and built a fleet that destroyed the fleet of a world-
renowned European power in a day.

Following is history that is now hid from view but should be pondered as
Jacob continues his Lawless affair with Esau.
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The Mongols

In the beginning of the 13th century there was a young Mongol ruler
named Genghis Khan who, with a few followers, rode ponies across the
Mongolian Desert. A few short years later his Empire stretched from China
in the east to the Danube River in the West. The armies of Genghis Khan
and his successors were seen as invincible.

His forces were almost exclusively cavalry organized into divisions,
regiments, battalions and companies. There were two kinds of cavalry.
The heavy cavalry wore padded leather armour and were armed with heavy
bows and arrows as well as light bows and arrows The heavy bows and
arrows were to fight heavily armoured opponents. The light bows were
for rapid fire once a battle had turned into a melee. They also carried
swords and spears. The light cavalry were armed with light bows, little
armour, and light javelins.

In combat, the heavy cavalry would form up in three lines and the light
cavalry would charge through the heavy cavalry to attack the enemy with
a barrage of arrows. They would keep up this attack on a selected portion
of the enemy line until their opponents showed signs of disorder. This
would be the signal for the heavy cavalry to charge and finish the job with
spear and sword.

If attacked, the whole Mongol force would retreat - both light cavalry and
heavy cavalry. When the enemy tired of the chase, the Mongols turned
and recommenced their attack in the same way they had done at the
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beginning. The difference being that by this time their enemy was scattered
and disorganized from the chase.

Recruits

Relatively few in number, the Mongols demanded support from the
enemies they conquered. Loyalty was guaranteed by hostages. Hostages
were a tried and true method of compelling obedience from new "allies".
There were seven nations of Mongols. Genghis Khan subdued them one
by one. Each furnished its quota of warriors. The growing army went on
to conquer surrounding nations, each adding its own quota of warriors.

Even the vaunted Teutonic knights - man for man the best fighters in the
world - were twice beaten by these barbarian armies from the deserts of
Mongolia, and the vaunted Saxon- Hungarian army, larger and better
armed than that of the Mongols, was exterminated.

Signals

Veterans who fought the Mongols noted a strange phenomenon - the
silence! The silence of Mongol armies. Unlike Western armies where there
was a din of orders, war cries and trumpets, no sound came from the
Mongol hordes. There were no couriers dashing up and down the lines
carrying orders. There was only the deathly silence.

Seemingly without orders, battalions and regiments wheeled out of line
and galloped to a flank. At other times, their entire line would suddenly
retreat, or the light cavalry would suddenly burst through the heavy cavalry
and blacken the sky with their arrows - all without a spoken order being
given.

The secret was their signal flags. These signals were understood and
instantly obeyed by everyone in sight of the signals, who then relayed
messages to distant units out of sight. Superior communications allowed
the Mongols to move faster and concentrate overwhelming forces at enemy
weak points before they could be reinforced. Communication was the key
to the success of the Mongol armies.
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General Communications

The Mongols ruled the most powerful empire on earth at the time. It
included China, Korea, and countless other nations and countries including
most of Russia. In Russia, the Mongols gave vent to their true nature:

"Batu himself, the leader of the great Tartar invasion of Europe (1240-
1242) ... At Moscow he ordered a general massacre, and 270,000 right
ears are said to have been laid before him in testimony to its
accomplishment." Marco Polo Vol II, p. 493, Dover Pub, NY 1993.

Nothing changes. Khazar Turks were part of the Mongolian Horde. When
the Tzar's government was overthrown by the Jewish/Slav alliance - 20
to 30 million people were put to death - most being Sons of Jacob.
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (1918-2008), was feted and quoted by the
American Press until he disclosed that most of the Soviet work camps’
commandants were Khazar-Turk Jews. Joseph Stalin was a Georgian-
Turk. Nothing changes.

These sons of Esau are often known as "Tartars", "Mongols", "Turks" or
"Arabs". In the East they often had an oriental cast - in the West many
were virtually indistinguishable from Westerners. I have read that many
of the Khans had blue eyes and red hair.
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The ruling Khan carefully selected his underlings, gave them general
instructions and dictatorial powers, then left the execution of his orders
strictly to them. Months might pass without orders from Genghis Khan
to his subordinates - but his universal spy system informed him of their
activities.

Mongol rulers made good use of captive peoples - often placing their
intelligent members in very responsible positions in their own govern-
ment. This was true for most government positions except finance -
which was reserved for[2] Mongols.

Other Intelligence

Mongol military and political adventures were planned far in advance
based on information obtained from merchants operating or travelling
through targeted lands. Information also came from diplomats, paid
agents, and informants. Mongol Hordes didn't burst in from nowhere -
their operation had been planned far in advance. Their actual appearance
on the battlefield was almost an afterthought.

Sometimes, information alone made it unnecessary to launch an invasion
by armed force. This was the Mongols' preferred method of conquest.
Information from merchant agents and virtually unlimited wealth availa-
ble for bribes allowed the Mongols to often install puppet kings in foreign
countries without the bother of military conquest.

Wealth

India, positioned midway between the East and the West, has long been
known as the home of the merchant and Esau's treasurer.

Merchants collect wealth. Unless properly protected this wealth can be
subject to unwelcome attention from others:

"Gold, according to the Masdlak-al-Absdr, had been flowing into India
for 3000 years, and had never been exported. Firishta speaks of the
enormous spoils carried off by Malik Kafur, every soldier’s share
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amounting to 25 lbs of gold! Some years later Mohammed Tughlak loads
200 elephants and several thousand bullocks with the precious spoil of a
single temple." Marco Polo Vol II, p 348, fn. 6.

Religions

The Mongol leaders adopted varied religions. A single family might have
members who were "Christian", "Muslim", and "Idolater" (Hindu). Many
of the great leaders declared themselves to be "Idolaters" (I Iindus) as
being the most versatile for the political necessities of the moment. Their
merchants often adopted the same practice. In India they might be "Bud-
dhist", in Egypt - "Muslim", and in the West - "Christian" - all within a
few weeks.

In general, Mongols were tolerant of each other’s religion. Obedience to
one’s leader was the important thing - not the religion he professed at the
moment.

Reminder

Unlike the children of Jacob who are appointed "kings"3, the reader is
reminded that Esau has the character of a wolf, including the never-
ending urge to fight among themselves to determine who is to be pack
leader. These endless struggles tend to keep Esau occupied with each
other rather than being a constant threat to Jacob.

History also shows that time after time a leader rises who is able to
prevail over contenders and is able to unite Esau. United Esau is then
dangerous. He is focused. In a single generation he is able to rise from
being a camel rider to a leader of chemical warfare experts, and from
herding cattle to a leader of computer experts. Presently, he has achieved
world-wide economic supremacy and has overthrown every nation and
state who has opposed him. Unlimited wealth also allows him to rule
countries through puppet leaders and use captive nations to administer
discipline to rebels.
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Attila The Hun

Centuries before the Mongols knocked on the doors of Europe, a Hun by
the name of Attila (A.D. 4067-453) successfully invaded the Roman
Empire[4]. He and his Huns executed their long planned invasion west-
ward and stormed out of the desert to devastate the Goths settled around
the Black Sea. These are the same Goths who are our ancestors. He
overran the Ostrogoths while the Visigoths escaped to the West. He took
hostages of captive Ostrogoths and incorporated their warriors into his
army - causing the Hun army to grow larger. He did the same with small
German tribes he overwhelmed along the way and his army grew to
three-quarters of a million.

Some of Europe’s greatest cities were sacked and put to the torch:
Rheims, Mainz, Strasbourg, Cologne, Worms and Trier. The overpower-
ing smell of death prevented survivors from re-entering their own cities
long after the Huns had left.

Attila was defeated by a combined Roman and Gothic army at the battle
of the Catalonian Fields in France where half their number were lost in
that battle. Germans in the Roman Army were allied with Visigoths; they
faced Huns and their allies who also included Germans and Goths.
Kinsman faced kinsman and in places where they fought bodies were
stacked twenty and thirty feet deep[5].

Attila The Statesman

Attila periodically brought his chiefs together to teach them the Hunnic
art of states-craft. In such meetings he elaborated on the following
subjects[6]

LOYALTY: Huns and their agents must be loyal. Anyone who
encourages acts counter to the good of the tribe is disloyal and will be
quickly removed. In our day, accidents that happen to the rich and famous
are often not accidents.

REWARDS: Reward successes lest others will make their own attractive
offers. With reason Congress is known as the millionaires’ club.
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RUMOUR: A rumour can make possible great victories. Rumours can
redirect a captive population’s attention from disagreeable subjects.

ACT THE PART - Preparing to meet Roman negotiators; Attila instruct-
ed his Chiefs to select the most ferocious looking warriors from his army,
dress them in rough furs and leather, and to eat raw meat. They were
instructed to select 20 or 30 prisoners and inflict the most horrible
tortures on them - impalement, dismemberment, and the like. Then, tables
were placed in the midst of this collection of screaming, dying wretches.
Interspersed were Huns who unconcernly sat eating raw meat, with blood
dripping from the sides of their mouths. Roman-Hun negotiations then
commenced that gained the Huns all that they wanted.

INTEGRATION: Attila taught that a nation of one ancestry and one
race is weak. He taught that integration is desired. Following Esau’s
recent conquest of Europe - millions of Jacob's sons were starved, died of
exposure and disease, and their leaders executed. Puppet governments
severely punish those who talk of separating Jacob from others. Tens of
thousands are presently incarcerated because of these laws. Esau has not
changed.

DECEPTION: Attila taught never to neglect the opportunity to deceive
an enemy, to make him think that you are a friend. To let him think that
you are weak when you are strong. To try to make him act before he is
ready to act. And, most important, "never tell him everything."

Catalonian Fields Post-mortem

Wes Roberts states that "By nightfall, the fields of Catalonia were heaped
with over 300,000 slain bodies of the horde. The E/B states only that the
carnage was terrible. Whatever the total casualties were they were suffi-
cient to cause Attila to withdraw the following day.

Attila’s End

Attila’s battle losses in France were heavy. Withdrawing across the Rhine
River, he returned to his Pannonian home.
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In 453, he took the daughter of a Germanic chief whom he had executed
for treason. Attila indulged himself with her and the morning after his
marriage he was found dead in a pool of blood. The story was passed
about that he had burst a blood vessel. The other story was that Ildico, to
revenge her shame of being taken by a stranger, killed him as Judith slew
the tormentor of her people[7] If so, Ildico did what the combined armies
of the West could not do.

When word was received that Attila was dead, his followers fought
among themselves to determine his successor. The coalition of Germanic
tribes conquered by the Huns used this time to revolt. After a succession
of battles, they defeated the Huns in Pannonia at The Battle at the Nedao
River in which 30,000 Huns were slain including Attila's oldest son.

The German tribes revolted against Ilunnic overlords, as did the Os-
trogoths, thereby reducing the Huns to just another despised warring tribe
of strangers.

The empire of the Huns evaporated almost as quickly as it had been
created.

The Birth Of Islam

Once there was an Arabian prophet named Mohammed. The local ruler
was jealous of his growing influence so he fled to an oasis far out in the
desert where spice-route caravans stopped for water.

Mohammed and his followers stopped the caravans for over a year
causing anguish to the merchants and to the Arabian king who had been
paid to protect the caravans.

At last a single rider appeared from the cast. His message was brief -
Mohammed would be the new ruler.

Mohammed soon spread his teachings among nearby tribes and united
them in a great crusade against "unbelievers", the worst of whom were
Christians. His armies conquered the Near East, Turkey, Egypt, the entire
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North African coast, Sicily, Southern Italy, and Spain. The Mediterrane-
an became an Islamic lake. Most of this took place in a single generation.

Signature Cities

In the past, leaders have appeared leading ignorant nomads who were
able to build empires in twenty years. Warfare has changed.

Today, Esau's weapon of usury-banking has created a world empire. It
has conquered both countries and nations. It can order one country to
discipline another. Its hallmarks are cities - cities of shining glass and
steel skyscrapers. Some even have Rolls Royces for its inhabitants - and
its all done in a lifetime.

This is power!

Jews

The world has long blamed the Jews for its problems, still, the Jews
remain after all this time. This would be impossible without protection
from the kings Esau has appointed to rule.

Look into the background of people who ceaselessly blame the Jews and
you will find that they almost never use the WORD to address matters the
WORD considers more important.

Trade Religions

Every nation has two religions - its national religion and its international
religion. A national religion is for the nation's people - puppets of Esau's
international merchants created the other.

Esau's merchants cannot rule if banned by national religions. To remove
the religious obstacle, Esau creates, finances, and substitutes an interna-
tional religion. His international religion re-interprets the local national
religion to allow allow Esau’s merchants the freedom to do as they please.
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National religions are oppressed by the merchant’s substitute internation-
al-religion. Every nation has this problem - Jewish, Arab, Indian, Hindu
and Christian. Esau’s internationalism is the enemy of all. But since Esau
is the world’s paymaster - most people give lip service to his trade
religion to earn their daily bread.

But, at times, it is possible for national religions, otherwise hostile to each
other, to work together for their mutual benefit. We must remember that
German Zionist Jews peacefully rounded up German Jews who were then
sent by German Christians to Palestine. Both Zionist Jews and the
Germans benefited[8].

All nations wish to be separated from all other nations. To separate they
must oppose Esau’s internationalist trade religions. Integration brings
strife. Separation brings peace. Hostile nations can work together for their
mutual benefit. They’ve done it before.

Saladin’s Propaganda

Egypt had a ruler named Saladin: 1137?-1193. He was the son of a
Kurdish soldier. He united the Arab world to fight the Christian Crusaders.
Saladin had been left a strong army by his father, but his key to uniting
all the various Turkic-Arab tribes lay elsewhere.

One of the first things he did upon coming to power was to create a media
for the Arab world. He employed hundreds of scribes and provided them
writing materials and special quarters for the purpose. Their job was to
correspond with important people in each Arab nation giving special
attention to the Arab world and of the Crusaders preparations to invade
Islam.

Liberally interspersed in the letters were Mohammed’s commands to
fight against "unbelievers". When at last Saladin moved his army against
the Crusaders, each Arab ruler was compelled by his own subjects, made
fanatical by Saladin’s propaganda, to join Saladin’s army. Saladin’s army
became enormous.
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Hammer Meets Anvil

The invincible Mongols moved West. The invincible Armies of Islam
based in Egypt met them near the Mediterranean Sea and nearly extermi-
nated them.

Jacob has been saved many times because of the nature of wolves to fight
each other.

Conclusion

Esau controls the world’s wealth. With this wealth he bought the media.
With the media he set up kings and has taken them down. With his wealth
he endows colleges and seminaries. With teachers trained by him, he
creates trade-religions to capture people’s minds.

Esau has done these things before - and as God promised Jacob still
remains. Not only does Jacob remain but God has armed him with an
invincible weapon.

"Behold, I will make thee a new sharp threshing instrument
having teeth: thou shall thresh the mountains, and beat [them]
small, and shall make the hills as chaff."Isa 41:15

We know that weapon. Those who don’t will feel its teeth. The time of
Jacob 's troubles will soon end.

Notes

1) TRADE: "If thou has stricken thy hand with a stranger (zûwr racial
alien), thou art snared." Pr. 6:1; "They shall not dwell in thy land, lest they
make thee sin against me." Kings 4:21; "Thou shall drive them out before
thee. Ex 23:51.

2) ”Kubli (Khan)... employed foreigners as Ministers ... always excepting
the Ministers of Finance." De Mailla. IX. 459-460). Note the chairmen of
the Federal Reserve, and the one before him.
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3) "Jesus Christ... hath made us kings & priests unto God and his Father.
" Rev 1:5-6

4) Westerners, deluged by countless numbers of eastern nations, at one
time tended to lump Huns, Turks, and Mongols together and call them
"Tartars".

5) Jacob has learned that when confronting a kinsman in Esau's service
one must treat him as he would treat you.

6) Leadership Secrets of Attila the Hun, Wess Roberts, Peregrine Pub.
Co., P.O. Box 2742, Rohnert Park. CA 94928,1985

7) "Thou shall not lake a wife… of the Canaanites ... hut thou shall go ...to
my kindred, and take a wife. " Gen 24:3,4. "So shall we be separated. I
and all of Thy people, from all the people that are upon the face of the
earth." Ex 33:16. I am the Lord your God, which have separated you from
other people." Lev 20:24.

8) Transfer Agreement. Edwin Black. $15 + $4 p&h, VPC. POB 997.
Lynchburg. VA 24505
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH

CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!

At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE


